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Company and/or Product Description:
This information will appear on the TIPS website in the company profile section, if awarded a TIPS contract. (Limit 750
characters.)
	Commercial Risk Services is a professional enterprise risk management, emergency management and loss control
consulting firm that was formed in the year 2001. We have locations in Tulsa, OK, Dallas, TX and Houston, TX.
Although we have only been in business for relatively short period of time, we have over 100 years of combined risk
management and emergency management experience. Over the course of the last twenty years we have developed
an extremely loyal customer base throughout the states of Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas and Arkansas. We
have a broad range of technical expertise and successful history in the fields of risk and emergency management
among several different types of operations, from School Districts and Municipalities to Manufacturing and Industry to
Nursing Homes and Churches. Our primary point of focus is currently public entities and we are able to bring unique
risk identification, treatment and control techniques, based on our broad experience base, to truly create significant
impacts on total cost of risk reduction. Additionally, we bring a full suite of emergency management consulting services
to our customers. Our approach to service is based on a labor-intensive, “in-the-trenches”, type of work ethic. We feel
that our success as a member of your team, is more reliant on helping your employees (our fellow team members)
accomplish our shared goals, than it is to merely assign written recommendations and compulsory tasks alone. Simply
put, we are performance based and we are about results. As implied in our contract, our standards are strict and
absolute. Our job is to continue to be a productive part of your team. The bottom line is that, we strive to customize our
services and solutions to meet your individual needs at all times.
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AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

230601 Consulting and Other Related Services 08/31/2028 No

240102 Emergency Responder Supplies, Equipment, and Services 03/31/2027 No

230601

Kenneth W. Wamble III President and CEO (918) 740-5188 treywamble@zeroloss.net

Jennifer Day Operations Manager (918) 703-3898 jday@zeroloss.net

240102

Trey Wamble President and CEO (918) 740-5188 twamble@zeroloss.net

Jennifer Day Chief Operating (918) 703-3898 jday@zeroloss.net
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